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Abstract. A copyright protection technique without using the original im-
age in the process of copyright verification is demanded in most appli-
cations. In addition, robustness, imperceptibility, security, and unambigu-
ity are also essential requirements for a copyright protection technique.
In this paper, a robust copyright protection scheme for digital images,
based on the low-band characteristic, is proposed to meet these require-
ments. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme not only
can clearly verify the copyright of the digital images, but also is more
robust than existing schemes against several attacks such as JPEG
lossy compression, noise adding, sharpening, and blurring. © 2006 Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2361166�

Subject terms: copyright protection; blindness; robustness; discrete wavelet
transform.
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1 Introduction

Due to rapid development of the internet and multimedia
techniques, duplication and distribution of digital multime-
dia has become easier than before. Recently, the issue of
copyright protection has been widely discussed in multidis-
ciplinary fields. Digital signatures and digital watermarking
are two common techniques used to protect the copyright
of digital data. However, because it is time-consuming to
generate signatures,1 they can hardly be applied to digital
multimedia �such as image, video, and audio�, because such
media contain much larger amounts of information than
text, and also because extra bandwidth is required for trans-
mitting the signature. On the other hand, a digital water-
mark, which can be embedded into digital multimedia, is a
more effective way to protect the copyright of digital mul-
timedia and can be used to compensate the shortcomings of
digital signatures. When a dispute happens, the embedded
watermark can be retrieved to verify the copyright of digi-
tal multimedia.

For digital multimedia, a copyright protection technique
should meet several requirements, including robustness,
imperceptibility, security, blindness, and unambiguity.1,2

However, almost no proposed copyright protection tech-
niques can meet all these requirements at the same time.
For example, a well-known robust technique proposed by
Cox et al.3 applies a spread-spectrum scheme to embed a
watermark into the 1000 highest ac coefficients. Although
the scheme strikes a good balance between robustness and
imperceptibility, it has the defect that extracting the water-
mark needs the original image. Thus, extra space is re-
quired to store the original image.

Many researchers have proposed other copyright protec-
tion techniques to try to satisfy the preceding requirements.
However, many proposed schemes2–14 modify some pixels
or coefficients of an image, which reduces the image qual-
s0091-3286/2006/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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ty. Hence, lossless data-hiding techniques have attracted
ots of attention,15,16 and have been applied in medicine and
atellite imagery. Recently, Chen et al.1 proposed a
avelet-based copyright protection technique. Their

cheme is secure and robust to some attacks. Moreover, the
ogo retrieval does not require the original image. However,
hen the protected image suffers from some serious at-

acks, such as mixing cropping with scaling, the quality of
he retrieved logo can be substantially degraded.

In this paper, a robust copyright protection scheme using
he low-band characteristic in the transform domain is pro-
osed. The proposed scheme not only can clearly verify the
opyright of digital images, but also is robust against vari-
us image-processing attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
riefly describes the concepts of the discrete wavelet trans-
orm �DWT� and torus automorphism, both of which be-
ong to the core of the proposed scheme. Section 3 intro-
uces the proposed scheme. The experimental results are
hown in Sec. 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 5.

Discrete Wavelet Transform and Torus
Automorphism

n this paper, two techniques, called the discrete wavelet
ransform �DWT� and torus automorphism, are adopted in
ur proposed scheme. We briefly described both techniques
n the following subsections.

.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform
he DWT has been widely used in various fields, such as

mage processing and electrical engineering. Its basic con-
ept is described as follows. An image is first decomposed
nto four subbands, LL1, LH1, HL1, and HH1. The sub-
and LL1 represents most of the energy of an image. The
ubbands LH1, HL1, and HH1 represent its detailed infor-
ation. The subband LL1 can be further decomposed into

our subbands LL2, LH2, HL2, and HH2. Likewise, the

ubband LL2 can be further decomposed into four sub-
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bands LL3, LH3, HL3, and HH3. Generally, LL3 is the low
band, HL1, LH1, and HH1 are high bands, and the other
subbands are intermediate in frequency. Figure 1 shows an
example of the three-level DWT decomposition of an im-
age.

Generally, lossy compression techniques compress an
image by decreasing the energy of the high band. Figure 2
shows an example. The original image �shown as Fig. 2�a��
is first compressed by using JPEG compression. Figure 2�b�
and 2�c� show the results of compression with quality fac-
tors 90 and 10. We notice that every subband coefficient
changes greatly except those of the LL1 subband, which
change only slightly. In other words, the low-band coeffi-
cients are more robust than the high-band ones. Hence, the
proposed scheme will utilize the low-band characteristic to
generate a secret image.

2.2 Torus Automorphism
In recent years, chaotic maps have been used for digital
watermarking to increase the security.7,12–14 A chaotic map
can be considered as assigning a special state to each time
point, the state changing with time. Moreover, each state is
determined by the previous state.7 The important features
of a chaotic map, including its sensitivity to initial condi-
tions and its mixing �confusion and diffusion� property,
make it an excellent candidate for watermarking and
encryption.13,17 A well-known chaotic map technique,
called torus automorphism,12 can be described by the fol-
lowing equation:

Fig. 1 Three-level wavelet decomposition of an image.

Fig. 2 Example of an image compressed with quality factors 90 and

10.
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x�

y�
� = �a1 a2

a3 a4
��x

y
� mod M , �1�

here �x ,y� and �x� ,y�� denote the pixel locations before
nd after the transformation; a1, a2, a3, and a4 are the secret
eys �a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4�Z�, and M denotes the size of an im-
ge.

We say that the equation has period T if the pixel at
ocation �x ,y� returns to its original location after being
ransformed T times. When the pixel location �x ,y� has
een transformed K times, we can make the resulting pixel
t �x� ,y�� return to its original location �x ,y� by applying
q. �1� T−K times. Figure 3 shows an example of an image
crambled five times.

From the encryption perspective, if K represents an en-
ryption key, then T−K can be considered as a decryption
ey. When the equation and modulus M are known, the
eriod can be determined by an exhaustive search.7

The Proposed Scheme
n general, the low frequencies are the most important com-
onent of an image that can survive common attacks. How-
ver, embedding information into low frequency will re-
uce the image quality. Based on the observation of Fig. 2,
e propose a robust copyright protection scheme that does
ot embed information in an image.

.1 Secret Image Generation
he original image X is a gray-level image with M by N
ixels. The logo W is a binary image with O byP pixels.
hey are defined as follows:

= �x�i, j��0 � i � M − 1, 0 � j � N − 1,

0 � x�i, j� � 255	 , �2�

= �w�l,m��0 � l � O − 1, 0 � m � P − 1,

w�l,m� � �0,1�	 . �3�

First, the original image and the logo are scrambled.
hen we transform the scrambled image into wavelet coef-
cients and extract the feature value. Finally, the feature

ig. 3 Example of an image scrambled five times by torus
utomorphism.
Fig. 4 �a� The test image, �b� the logo, and �c� the secret image.
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value is combined by an exclusive-OR �XOR� operation
with the scrambled logo. The detailed steps are as follows.

Step 1. Utilize torus automorphism and secret keys
�a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4, and K� to scramble the original image X and
logo W:

Xs = scramble�X� , �4�

Ws = scramble�W� . �5�

Step 2. Decompose the scrambled image Xs into several
subbands using l-level DWT.
Step 3. Extract the LLn subband, and generate a new LLn
subband with predefined threshold value, i.e.,

LLnnew�i, j� = 
1 if LLn�i, j� � T1,

0 if LLn�i, j� � T1,
�6�

where T1 represents the predefined threshold value and

T1=�i=1
M/2l

� j=1
N/2l

LLn�i , j� / �M /2l�� �N /2l�.
Step 4. Divide the new LLn subband into nonoverlapping
B�B blocks, and compute the sum of all blocks, i.e.,

LLnnew�m,n� = �
i

B

�
j

B

LLnnew�i, j� . �7�

Step 5. Generate the feature value using the following
equation:

Table 1 The experimental results under JPEG, noise addition, and
blurring attacks.

Table 2 The experimental results under sharpening, scaling, and
cropping attacks.
Optical Engineering 107002-3
f�m,n� = 
1 if LLnnew�m,n� � T2,

0 if LLnnew�m,n� � T2,
�8�

here T2 represents the predefined threshold value.
tep 6. Perform the XOR operation between the feature
alue and the scrambled logo to obtain the secret image
ccording to

�m,n� = f�m,n� � ws�m,n� , �9�

here � denotes the XOR operation.
tep 7. Register the secret image S and these generated
eys to the trusted third party.

.2 Copyright Verification
hese registered keys are used to achieve the verification
rocess. The detailed steps are similar to the secret image
eneration process, as follows:

tep 1. Utilize torus automorphism and secret keys
a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4, and T� to scramble the suspected image X�:

s� = scramble�X�� . �10�

tep 2.Decompose the image Xs� into several subbands us-
ng l-level DWT.
tep 3. Extract the LL�n subband, and generate the new
L�n subband with the predefined threshold value, i.e.,

Table 3 The experimental results under mixed attacks.

able 4 The experimental results under print-photocopy-scan, rota-
ion, and special attacks.
October 2006/Vol. 45�10�
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LL�nnew�i, j� = 
1 if LL�n�i, j� � T1�,

0 if LL�n�i, j� � T1�,
�11�

where T1� represents the predefined threshold value and

T1�=�i=1
M/2l

� j=1
N/2l

LL�n�i , j� / ��M /2l�� �N /2l��.
Step 4. Divide the new LL�n subband into nonoverlapping
B�B blocks, and compute the sum of all blocks, i.e.,

LL�nnew�m,n� = �
i

B

�
j

B

LL�nnew�i, j� . �12�

Step 5. Generate the feature value by the following
equation:

f��m,n� = 
1 if LL�nnew�m,n� � T2,

0 if LL�nnew�m,n� � T2,
�13�

where T2 represents the predefined threshold value.
Step 6. Perform the XOR operation between the feature
value and the secret image to obtain the scrambled logo
according to

ws��m,n� = f��m,n� � s�m,n� . �14�

Step 7. Perform the operation of torus automorphism on the
scrambled logo Ws�:

Table 5 The experimental results under different quality factors and
threshold values.
W� = unscramble�Ws� . �15� 5
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tep 8. Compute the similarity NC between the original and
etrieved logos by the following equation:

C =
�i=1

m � j=1

n
w�i, j�w��i, j�

�i=1

m � j=1

n
�w�i, j��2

. �16�

The Experimental Results
n this section, we report experiments showing the robust-
ess of the proposed scheme. A 256�256 8-bit gray-level
mage named “Lena” was used as the test image. The test
mage was decomposed into four subbands by using one-
evel DWT. A 64�64 binary image was used as the logo
shown as Fig. 4�a� and 4�b��. The selected subband is LL1,
hich is used to extract the feature. The predefined thresh-
ld value T2 is 1. The secret image is shown as Fig. 4�c�.
oreover, we used PhotoImpact 8.0 to simulate different

ttacks. The peak signal-to-noise ratio �PSNR� is used to
easure the quality difference between the original image

nd the attacked one. The PSNR is defined as follows:

SNR = 10 log10
2552

MSE
�dB� , �17�

SE =
1

m � n
�
i=0

m−1

�
j=0

n−1

�Xij − Xij� �2, �18�

here Xij and Xij� represent the original image and the at-
acked image, respectively. A large value for the PSNR
eans little difference between the original image and the

ttacked one. In general, it is very difficult to visually rec-
gnize the difference between the original image and the
ttacked one if the PSNR value is greater than 30 dB.

First, we applied JPEG compression with quality factor

Table 6 Comparison with Chen et al.’s scheme.

Proposed scheme Chen et al.’s scheme

ttack PSNR NC PSNR NC

lurring 25 0.99 29 0.99

PEG 24 0.98 31 0.98

oise 28 0.99 30 0.99

harpening 28 0.99 28 0.99

caling 21 0.98 29 0.99

otating 8 0.93 14 0.82

rint-photocopy-scan 7 0.94 19 0.9

ropping 5 0.92 11 0.87

ropping+scaling 9 0.93 16 0.8
, noise addition with variance 100, and blurring attacks to

October 2006/Vol. 45�10�
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the test image. Table 1 shows the results on the attacked
images and the retrieved logos. Although the attacked im-
ages are seriously degraded, the retrieved logos can be still
recognized.

Sharpening, scaling, and cropping are several attacks of-
ten applied to a digital image. In the scaling attack, the test
image was first reduced to the size of 16�16 pixels and
then restored to its original dimension. In the cropping at-
tack, the top left corner of the test image was cut. From
Table 2, it is seen that the proposed scheme can also sur-
vive these three attacks.

In our experiments, we also attacked the test image by
mixing various kinds of attacks. The experimental results
are shown in Table 3. It is clear that the proposed scheme is
robust against the mixed attacks.

In the experiments reported in Table 4, we used other
attacks �print-photocopy-scan, rotation, and special attacks�
to test the robustness of the proposed scheme. In the print-
photocopy-scan attack, the attacked image was obtained by
using laser printing first, then photocopying, and finally
scanning. In the rotation attack, the image was rotated
2 deg to the left and resized to the original dimension. Al-
though the image qualities are greatly degraded, the re-
trieval results are still good.

We also used different T2 values under different quality
factors of compression to observe the retrieval results.
From Table 5, it is clear that when T2 is smaller, the re-
trieved results are better.

Finally, the proposed scheme is compared with Chen et
al.’s scheme.1 In the experiment, a “Lena” gray-level image
with size of 512�512 was used as the test image. The
comparison results are shown in Table 6. It is obvious that
the proposed scheme has higher robustness than Chen et
al.’s scheme.1

In these experiments, we use a recognizable visual im-
age as the logo of the copyright owner. The results of the
logo retrieval are unambiguous. Due to the proposed
scheme utilizing the low-frequency characteristic, it is clear
that the proposed scheme not only can clearly verify the
copyright of the digital image, but also is robust against
several attacks—in particular, print-photocopy-scan and ro-
tation attacks that many copyright protection techniques
proposed in the literature fail to resist.1 Moreover, the pro-
posed scheme is blind, because the logo retrieval does not
require the original image. The proposed scheme adopts
torus automorphism and a trusted third party to gain the
benefit of security. The timestamp and digital signature
techniques1 can be also included in our scheme to enhance
security further.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a robust copyright protection
scheme using the low-band characteristic in the transform
domain. The proposed scheme first scrambles the test im-
age and the logo. Then it decomposes the scrambled image
into wavelet coefficients and extracts the feature value. Fi-
nally, the feature value is XORed with the scrambled logo.
In the verification process, the logo retrieval does not re-
quire the original image. Hence, storage space can be
saved. The experimental results show that the proposed
scheme meets the five essential requirements: robustness,

imperceptibility, security, blindness, and unambiguity. u
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